
Module 2
Nationalism and the Autonomy of Canada  

(1896 -1945) 
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Big Ideas for this Module

Local, nation, and global conflicts can have lasting effects 
on the contemporary world  

Political decision making and societal change are influential 
between individuals, groups, and institutions  

Developments in Canadian society can be views in many 
different ways depending on an individuals worldview or 
perspective 
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Wilfred Laurier’s Liberal 
Government  

1896-1911
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Big Ideas

Developments in Canadian society can be viewed in many 
different ways depending on an individuals worldview or 
perspective  

National and international events, trends, and developments 
during this period affected various groups and people  

Political decision making and societal change are influenced by 
interactions between individuals, groups and institutions  

Changing ideas about the world created tensions between 
people wanting to adopt new ideas and those wanting to 
preserve established traditions 
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 Canada’s Status

_______________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 

It’s two main language groups (French and English) 
were still at odds over their ideas and values 

They could not agree on what polities the Federal 
government should adopt when it came to the topic 
of the British Empire  

French Canadian’s did not share the sense of 
belonging that and English Canadians felt toward the 
British Crown. 
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British Imperialism 
Imperialist: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Imperial powers want colonies to supply cheap raw materials to the “mother country” and provide markets for its 
industrial products 

Many English Canadians were imperialists, due to their cultural and historical ties that connected them to Britain. 
They were proud to be a part of the Empire and believed that Canada should take pare in the Empires 
expansions. 

They also believed that Canada should be protected by the Empire.  

Imperialist Federation League 

President D’Alton McCarthy was a member of Parliament. He promoted the British culture and opposed the 
use of the French language outside Quebec 
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The Imperialist Identity

English speaking Canadians tended to identify themselves as British first. A true Canadian 
therefore had to be:  

Protestant  

English Speaking  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Many fought for temperance (ban of sale and consumption of alcohol)
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Examples of Imperialism:
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French Canadian Nationalism

French Canadian Nationalism: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Not only did the French Nationalists demand Ottawa and the Federal government respect 
jurisdictions of the Provinces, they were question the rise that bound Canada and the British 
Empire  

They were against Canada participating in the Britain’s wars they also protected the rights of the 
French (language and religion) throughout Canada. 
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French Canadian Nationalism Examples:
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Henri Bourassa 
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Journalist and politician 

Most important person when talking about 
French Canadian Nationalism  

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________



Lionel Groulx

Catholic Priest  

Extreme French Canadian Nationalist who praised 
traditional values  

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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Laurier’s Position
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Wilfred Laurier was Canada’s seventh Prime Minister and the first to be French Canadian  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Some times he succeeded and some times he failed.  

He believed that the French and English should focus on what they had in common. He 
believed that this would promote Canadian unity, autonomy and identity while also continuing to 
keep its ties with the British Empire. 



Britain and Laurier

One year after he was elected , Wilfred Laurier was invited by the Secretary of the Colonies to 
attend a conference in London. It was here that Laurier was asked but the Empire to strengthen 
the ties between the two.  

The Empire wanted Laurier to agree to the creation of a permanent imperial council.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Autonomous Canada
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Issues that separated the Imperialists and the 
Nationalists 
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Issue/Event Imperialists Nationalists 

Boer War

Naval Bill

Great War



The Boer War 1899-1902
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Boer War 
Boers:____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

War in Africa between Britain and the Boers  

These territories were rich in gold deposits that the British wanted to obtain.   

The British called on Canada for military support. While Canada did NOT officially go to war, 
Canadians volunteered to fight (mostly Imperialists) 

Approximately 500 died  

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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The Middle Way…..Again!

The Prime Minister, Wilfred Laurier once again tried his hand at the middle way. He tried to 
reconcile the positions of the two groups by adopting a position of compromise.  

 Laurier did support the involvement of Canada in the war, he also did not impose conscription.  

Conscription: 
_____________________________________________________________________________

Only volunteers would be sent to the front.  

From 1900 to 1902 at wars end, over 7000 Canadian soldiers went to South Africa to fight 
alongside the British. 
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Boar War Examples:
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The Naval Bill 1910
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The creation of our Navy

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Britain puts more pressure on Canada to take on a financial role in the Empires military defence.  

Imperialists wanted to send money to Britain and support the cause  

Nationalists wanted to build our own Navy 

What to do?
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Laurier’s Plan

Laurier felt that in order to assist Britain, we would have to establish our military force (effectively 
agreeing with the Nationalists) 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Despite the opposition from both sides the Bill was passed and adopted in 1910.  

In 1911, the Naval issue would send Laurier out of office. 
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Example’s of Canada’s Navy
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Immigration and the West
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Years of Prosperity in the 20th Century
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The Dominion of Canada did not experience the rapid economic growth it had expected in its 
first 30 years.  

During Laurier’s first years in office, Canada was going through a period of prosperity 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

This economic upturn would last nearly 30 years with only a few slight slow downs. 



Wave of Immigration
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Immigration Policy  

In order to further stimulate the economy and the growth that was hitting Canada the Laurier Government 
focused on immigration  

Western Canada was their focus. They decided to continue the MacDonald government’s immigration 
policy but also included more resources and energy.  

His strategies included: 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 



Origins of Immigrants 

Some immigrants came from Britain and America in this period, BUT most were from: 

Eastern Europe (Russia, Poland, and Ukraine) 

Northern Europe (Germany, Scandinavia) 

Push factors : 
_____________________________________________________________________________

Pull Factors: 
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The Last Best West 
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The last free land in the world - Luckily for us it 
is the best land! 

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

The West (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta 
and British Colombia) grew in importance  

The railway played a huge role  

Some immigrants went to cities like Montreal 



Impacts of Immigration
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The settlement of many immigrants in the west created tensions with the English population,  

Immigration also contributed to a certain loss of rights for French Catholic minorities 

Specifically, it created a rise in xenophobia  

________________________________________________________________________________



Impacts of Immigration
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Asian immigrants tended to settle together in cities to preserve their culture (which was very different 
from European and North American cultures) Many English Canadians feared their culture would be lost 
as a result.  

Restrictive measures to ensure English Canadians cultures: 

1900: 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

1908: 
________________________________________________________________________________



French Catholic Minorities

With the arrival of so many immigrants the demographic weight of the Francophone 
communicates in this region decreased 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

1890: Manitoba School Act to abolish separate schools for Francophones in Manitoba  

Quebec Francophones would help oppose this (and take it all the way to the supreme court)
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French Catholic Minorities
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1897: Laurier- Greenway compromise allowed for instruction in French Manitoba schools with 10 or more 
French students in a class  

1912: Ontario adopts Regulation 17 to ensure that instruction was given primarily in English in elementary 
schools where French students were enrolled


